A moderately comprehensive Blog on Proteins
(Published on the 20th of June 2020)

These next couple of statements are so important that I am going to take a whole page to state
them.

It is the genes inside our chromosomes that make us human
beings all different from each other.
We cannot prove this next statement, but statistically
- no two human beings are absolutely identical,
- no two human beings have ever been absolutely identical, and
- no two human beings will ever be absolutely identical
and yet genes (inside the DNA in chromosomes) are made from
just

FOUR
different Nitrogenous Bases1. Is that not “miraculous”2!
In a sense this Blog seeks to explain this Biological and
Mathematical miracle, and I am starting with proteins because
that is a fairly good place from which to start.
For those of you who are fans of the great Jim Clark’s website (chemguide), then you may want to
read the pages on his website on DNA/protein synthesis
(https://www.chemguide.co.uk/organicprops/aminoacids/dna1.html#top )
before you read this rather more detailed Blog.

1

Adenine / Thymine / Cytosine / and Guanine – and because A always goes with T and C with G, then
mathematically it is the sequence of just TWO nitrogenous bases that determine the individuality of every
single human being who has ever lived and will ever live.
2
Religion / Theology / etc are not needed to explain this “miracle”. Biology and Mathematics are easily able to
explain it – and indeed do explain it comprehensively and in very considerable detail.

1

This has turned out to be a rather long Blog because as I tried to explain one thing (e.g. a chromosome) I found
that I needed to start by explaining another thing (e.g. DNA), and this happened time and time again as I was
constructing this Blog. (However please keep in mind that I know hardly anything at all about Biology. I am a
Chemist, and I am merely learning Biology in order to help my grandchildren with their GCSE and ‘A’ Level
Biology studies.) In the end this note has been constructed as follows:
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Professor Sir Venki Ramakrishnan, one of the Nobel Laureates in Chemistry
(for the discovery of the working of the Ribosome) in 2009 says that every form
of life3 is either made by the ribosome, or it is made by enzymes that are
themselves made by the Ribosome.

3

…. as we on earth understand “life” to be. (It is possible that “life” in other parts of the Universe may not be
the same as life on Earth – nor is there any reason why it should be.)

2

In animals, proteins are MASSIVELY important entities because proteins are used in the
manufacture of almost everything inside an animal body e.g. muscles/skin/blood/bones/etc, and they
also perform a myriad of functions within the body such as defence (e.g. by immunoglobulins and
antibodies) and transport (e.g. a single red blood cell can contain 3 x 108 haemoglobin molecules).
Proteins provide structure/storage/and communication. Proteins act as catalysts, signal receptors, and
make switches, motors, and pumps in cell membranes. Proteins connect muscles/skin/bones/tendons/
cartilage/ligaments/blood vessels/etc together, and they can be structural e.g. proteins provide
scaffolds for other things to fit onto, and provide binding sites for ligands. Enzymes are made from
proteins, antibodies are made from proteins, some hormones are made from proteins, and the
channels through cell membranes are made from proteins. Everything in a body needs proteins.
Arizona State University (but with American spellings changed into English spelling and syntax) says
“The precise amino acid content, and the sequence of those amino acids in a specific protein, is
determined by the sequence of the bases in the gene (in the DNA) that encodes that protein. The
chemical properties of the amino acids (in a) protein determine the biological activity of that protein.
Proteins not only catalyse all (or most) of the reactions in living cells, (but) they control virtually all
cellular processes. Within their amino acid sequences, proteins contain the necessary information to
determine (both) how that protein will fold into a three dimensional structure, (as well as) the stability
of the resulting structure”; and, “yourgenome” says that organs are made of tissue, and that tissues are
made from proteins – and it follows that an enormous amount of an animal’s body is thus made
from proteins. The Khan Academy says that “Proteins are among the most abundant organic
molecules in living systems and are much more diverse in structure and function than other classes of
macromolecules”.
In Chemistry terms, I would say that a protein is a polypeptide chain of amino-acids where each
adjoining pair of amino-acids is linked by the characteristic ‘peptide’ link in Chemistry viz.

The instruction as to how to make any particular protein is contained in the genes in the
DNA that is found in the nucleus of every animal cell. (DNA does not leave the nucleus
of a cell. It is RNA that exits the nucleus to encounter, in the cytosol, the ribosomes that
make proteins.) Every protein is made from a specific sequence of amino-acids,
and the following is a depiction of an hypothetical sequence of amino-acids.

The 20 most commonly
accepted amino-acids
that are used to make
proteins are:
Alanine (Ala, A)
Arginine (Arg, R)
Asparagine (Asn, N)
Aspartic Acid (Asp, D)
Cysteine (Cys, C)
Glutamine (Gln, Q)
Glutamic Acid (Glu, E)
Glycine (Gly, G)
Histidine (His, H)
Isoleucine (Ile, I)
Leucine (Leu, L)
Lysine (Lys, K)
Methionine (Met, M)
Phenylalanine (Phe, F)
Proline (Pro, P)
Serine (Ser, S)
Threonine (Thr, T)
Tryptophan (Trp, W)
Tyrosine (Tyr, Y)
Valine (Val, V)
Please do not confuse
Amino-Acids with
Nitrogenous Bases even
though they might have
the same letter of the
alphabet.

In the diagram above, the hypothetical sequence of amino-acids has been shown in its Zwitterion form
where the “–C=O.(OH)” acid end of the chain has donated a proton to the “–NH2” end of the chain to
create the “ –COO– ” “C–Terminus” and the “ –NH3+ ” “N-Terminus”.
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If you are familiar with my Blogs, you will be aware that at 80-years of age I know next to nothing
about Biology but that I know a tiny bit of Chemistry, and you will also know that I am trying to learn
a bit about Biology in order to help my grandchildren with their GCSEs and their ‘A’ Levels. My 10year old granddaughter and I have been studying the workings of cells, and we are reading Venki
Ramakrishnan’s book “Gene Machine” (ISBN 978-1-78607-671-7). In 2009, Venki Ramakrishnan
and Thomas Steitz and Ada Yonath won the Nobel Prize for Chemistry for their work on the
Ribosome. In the year 2020 AD, Venki Ramakrishnan is just finishing his term of office as President
of the “Royal Society”, and has worked for many years at the Molecular Laboratory at Cambridge (cf.
my Blog “Participants in the development of Molecular Biology, UK 1920-1970”) where (I think) 30
Nobel Laureates have now passed through its portals – and where you need a PhD just to be a lab
technician in that august institution! (My God, what chance do we mere mortals ever have of
achieving greatness!)
Let us start with what acids and bases are. An acid can be defined in different ways.
A) The Arrhenius Definition
NB Svante August Arrhenius’ Doctoral thesis was actually about Electrolysis, and his thesis was illreceived by his supervisors/professors at Uppsala University – but eventually in 1903 he was
vindicated, and was given a Nobel prize for the work that was subsequently done based on his
findings.
• Under Arrhenius’ definition, an acid is a substance that dissociates Protons in Water (and thereby
increases the concentration of H+ ions in Water), and a base is a substance that dissociates
Hydroxide/Hydroxy/Hydroxyl, OH–, ions in Water. An acid-base reaction is therefore one where
the two ions combine together thus
H+ + OH– ––> H2O
• These days we know that a Proton cannot exist by itself in Water. It is such an aggressive species
that when in Water, it immediately piggy-backs onto a molecule of Water to form H3O+, the
Hydronium ion4. Depending on the volume of the Water, there is literally a huge number of H+
ions even in a 10cc/10cm3 teaspoonful of Water5 – and each Oxygen atom in a molecule of
Water has two unpaired electrons. A Proton dissociated by an acid is therefore surrounded by a
gigantic number of unpaired electrons and it just latches onto one of them (the nearest one)
temporarily to form an Hydronium ion, H3O+. However, in modern times in Britain we tend not to
use the written form H3O+, and instead we write H+(aq),6 where
H3O+ = H+(aq)
• At GCSE level you learnt that an acid and a base give you a salt plus Water, but the ‘salt’ consists
of just ‘spectator’ cations and anions, and that the real product of an acid-base reaction is
WATER.
Acid + Base –––> WATER (+ a Salt)
• The Arrhenius definition of an acid was based on the dissociation of an Hydrogen ion (a Proton),
and when scientists started to understand more about the nature of Protons, the definition of an
acid was then widened to become one based on Protons – and this development can be
attributed mainly to two scientists, JN Brønsted and TM Lowry.
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The Hydronium ion is a sub-set of the species of Oxonium ions and it was formerly called an Hydroxonium
ion. I am giving you all three names so that you will be able to recognise the “H3O+” species no matter what
name it may be given.
5
(10 x 10–3) dm3 x (55.5̇ x 6 x 1023) mol x 10–7 H+ ions ≈ 3.3 x 1016, or in other words “a lot” of H+ ions.
6
In America they still use the form “ H3O+ ” fairly frequently, but we British tend to write it as “H+(aq)”.
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B) The Brønsted-Lowry definition of an Acid
• Under the Brønsted-Lowry definition
an acid is a Proton (H+) DONOR, and a Base is a Proton ACCEPTOR.
• In some Acid-Base reactions no Water at all is formed. For example, under the Brønsted-Lowry
definition, an Acid-Base (double displacement) reaction occurs when HCl reacts with Na2S – but
no Water at all is formed!
HCl(aq) + Na2S (aq) ––> H2S (g) + 2NaCl (aq)
• Under the Brønsted-Lowry definition, an acid is therefore any substance that can donate a Proton,
and a base is any substance that accepts a Proton.
• Under the Brønsted -Lowry definition any reaction where a Proton (i.e. an H+ species) is donated
to a substance that contains an unbonded (or a “lone”) pair of electrons that can receive the
donated Proton is (by definition) an acid-base reaction (and please remember that for a bond to
form there has to be a pair of i.e. TWO bonding electrons).
• For any acid “HA” (where A– is an anion such as Cl– or NO3– or SO42– or PO43–), then HA must be
able to break down into ions and dissociate a Proton (or else it will NOT be able to act as an acid).
Therefore, HA must be able to dissociate into H+ and A– ions.

C) The Lewis definition of an Acid
• Under the Lewis7 way of looking at things, an acid is a substance that accepts a pair of electrons (it
is an electrophile), and a base is a substance that donates a pair of electrons (it is a nucleophile).
• When talking about the Brønsted-Lowry definition of an acid, I stress that there has to be an
unbonded pair/a lone pair of electrons available in the base to receive the Proton and to bond with
it, and in 1923 Gilbert Lewis came up with a definition of an acid that concentrated not on the
Proton donating function of an acid, but on the function of a base in providing an unbonded pair of
electrons to which, for example, a Proton/H+ ion can bond.
• From the point of view of Lewis

- a BASE is a lone pair donor and
- an acid is a lone pair acceptor.

• Acids and bases in the Brønsted-Lowry model exist as conjugate pairs whose formulas are
related by the gain or loss of a hydrogen ion.
• Brønsted and Lowry concentrated on the Proton donating aspect whereas Lewis concentrated on
the provision/donation of an unbonded pair of electrons by a base (and thereby an acid becomes a
lone pair acceptor)!
As I have chosen to define/describe acids and bases, it is clear that a ‘mutuality’ is involved, in that
acids and bases react with each other. Since this is a Biology Blog, let me now draw acids and bases
in a way wherein the reaction with each other is depicted in diagrammatic form. You will be aware
that the ‘acid’ end of a molecule must have something that can dissociate a proton (and since this is a
Biology Blog) let me use an amino acid to demonstrate the reaction, and I shall use the Zwitterion
form of the amino-acid in my diagrams.
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The great Gilbert N Lewis died in 1946 without ever being awarded a Nobel Prize.
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Zwitterions (to help explain the positive N-Terminus and the negative C-Terminus in Biology)
When talking about the “acid” and the “base” elements of zwitterions, I shall confine myself to using
“–NH2” as the exemplar for my base8. The reason that, when talking about zwitterions, chemists tend
to use species that contain “–COOH” and “–NH2” regions is to give students who are doing Biology a
good grounding in amino-acids (and thus to give them good strong foundations for studying peptides/
proteins/genes/chromosomes/DNA/etc). A chemist might use “R” (which stands for “any legitimate
species”) as the middle species in an amino-acid – but a Biologist would use “H–C–R” in the
middle. It is this “R” that would then vary from one amino-acid to another for use in different
proteins.
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The dashed line between the O atoms
indicates the delocalistion of the electron
in the acid. As yet, the positive and
negative charges do NOT exist.
They will exist only when the proton
is donated to the NH2 bit.

The lone pair on the N atom
allows it to acept a proton.
It is a base.

Please note that, at this stage, there is no total separation of charge in the “–COOH” (acid part of
the molecule). The C atom and the H atom exist purely as C∂– and H∂+ species and not as ionic
entities. However, at the isoelectric/isoelectronic/isoionic point (i.e. the pH at which the amino-acid
Zwitterion does not migrate in an electric field), the Zwitterion has donated a proton to itself (and the
proton moves from the acid “–C=O.(OH)” end of the chain to the base “–NH2” end of the chain to
become “–COO–” and “ –NH3+ ” ionic species. In the pH environment of an animal body, that is
exactly what happens.
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The lone pair on the N atom
allows it to acept a proton.
It is a base.

The dashed line indicates
the delocalistion of the electron
in the acid.

This now gives the “C-Terminus” and the “N-Terminus” which I have reproduced below).
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In Organic Chemistry, an Amine is a species that has an “R.CH2(NH2)” configuration.
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The peptide link in proteins
An amino acid has an acid ‘–COOH’ proton-donating end, and a base proton-accepting (or lone-pair
donating) ‘H2N–’ end9, and proteins consist of long strands of joined up amino acids where the
acid end of one molecule of an amino acid has joined up with the base end of a molecule of an amino
acid and thus formed a long polypeptide polymer or protein10. 20/21/or 22 amino-acids are used in the
making of proteins11 (and please quote whichever number your exam board favours) and the
permutations (where the order matters) that there can be from 20/21/or 22 different amino acids gives
a very large number of possible proteins that can exist in the animal kingdom12.
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The “H ” and the “OH” are ejected/eliminated as a molecule of Water
in a condensation reaction.
A series of amino acids link up in this fashion to form a protein.
Each protein could be built up out of any of 22 amino acids.
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<–– 20/21/or 22 depending
on your exam board.
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Two amino acids thus linked together form a “dipeptide”. More than two makes a “polypeptide”. As
is customary in Chemistry and in Biology, “R” is any appropriate species.
A protein is thus a polypeptide chain of amino-acids where each pair of amino-acids is linked by the
characteristic ‘peptide’ link

9

Please remember that there is a ‘lone pair’, an ‘unbonded pair’ of electrons on the N atom – but that it is often
not shown as being there. It is this lone pair of electrons that is donated by the base end of the molecule (via a
dative bond), and it is this lone pair that reacts with the proton that is donated from the acid end of another
molecule.
10
The bond is called a ‘peptide’ bond (or an ‘amide bond’). The shortest protein consists of a chain of 20
amino-acids. A smaller chain of amino-acids would be called a polypeptide.
11
There are 20 recognised amino acids that make up proteins. A 21st was discovered in the 1980s and in this
century a 22nd was discovered. However, there is an argument about Selenocysteine (Sec) and Pyrrolysine (Pyl).
Selenocysteine (UGA) is normally a “stop codon”. In all known life forms, there are 22 genetically encoded
(proteinogenic) amino acids, 20 in the standard genetic code and an additional 2 that can be incorporated by
special translation mechanisms. I am not qualified enough to make any worthwhile comment on this subject.
12
A protein can be a short or a long chain of amino-acids and at any stage in the chain, any one of the 20
amino-acids can be used. If you are doing ‘A’ Level Maths, then this becomes a nice little exercise in
Probability for you. For a chain of say 20 amino-acids, then at each of the 20 steps you can choose any one of
the 20 amino-acids, therefore a chain of 20 amino-acids can be constructed in 2020 ways. That is a very large
number, but a chain of 35,000 amino-acids can be constructed in 2035,000 ways, and that is a colossally large
number. (Please check my Maths, and please remember that this involves summing ALL the possible
permutations.) If you add up all the different possible ways of constructing a protein, then you will see that
animals can produce a MONSTROUSLY large number of different proteins. Can you see now how the Maths
and the Biology that you have been learning these last few years (since you were 11 years old) is beginning to
inform you about the real world, and it is not just theoretical stuff that you need in order to pass exams!
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Amino-acids (20-22 amino-acids are used in the manufacture of proteins in human beings)
Every single protein is made from a very specific and UNIQUE sequence of as little as 20 amino-acids up to
as many as 35,000 amino-acids13, and the list below shows the 20 amino-acids from which proteins are made.
Every amino-acid has an “–NH2” end and a “–COOH” end, with an “H–C–R” bit in the middle, and it is only
the “R” bit that changes from one amino-acid to another (cf. the table below). It is the variations in the “R”
species that distinguish one amino-acid from another.
The Carbon atom that is in the “H–C–R” species is situated next to the “–COOH” (acid) end of the amino-acid
(which contains the Carbon atom from which counting must start, and which is thus counted as C1). The C atom in
the “H–C–R” species is labelled as “α” (where the α signifies that it is the first C atom next to the C atom in the
“–COOH” acid end of the amino-acid). The next Carbon atom to that would be labelled “β”, and the one after that
“γ”, and so on. (The usage of Greek letters of the alphabet for this purpose is quite common in Chemistry.)
The “C” atom in the “H–C–R” bit
is the C2α or just the “Cα” atom.

<–– The “C” atom in the “–COOH” bit is where the counting starts.

Source: Wikipedia (with my commentary)
This is how the 20 amino-acids are constructed (Source: Michigan State University).

13

The NIH (the US National Institutes of Health) says that the longest hitherto discovered amino-acid (Titin,
NP_ 596869) has a sequence of 34,350 amino-acids while the shortest (TRP-Cage) has just 20.
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Wikipedia points out that in Biology, Proteinogenic amino-acids (the word “proteinogenic” just
means “protein creating”) are a very small fraction of all the amino-acids in Chemistry. Glycine has
two C atoms on the α-C atom and thus it cannot form an enantiomer; but, other than for Glycine, it is
only L-stereo isomers of amino-acids that can form proteins.

A brief description of DNA
DNA exists inside the nucleus of every cell in every animal. DNA never leaves the nucleus of an
animal cell. In the making of a protein, first of all pre-messenger RNA (pre-mRNA) is made from
DNA, and then the pre-mRNA is ‘tidied-up’ and ‘topped-and-tailed’ into mature mRNA, and then the
mature mRNA leaves the nucleus through a pore in the membrane of the nucleus to travel into the
cytosol of the cytoplasm where it encounters a ribosome that will manufacture/synthesise the protein.
Every single protein is made up of a specific and unique sequence of amino-acids, and the instructions
for the sequence of amino-acids is contained in the genes of an animal’s DNA.
DNA is made of a double helix of nucleotides. A nucleotide consists of
i) a phosphate group
ii) a ribose sugar molecule, and
iii) a nitrogenous base.
There are four Nitrogenous bases in DNA (Adenine, Thymine, Cytosine and Guanine); but, in RNA,
Thymine is replaced by Uracil (to give Adenine, Uracil, Cytosine and Guanine).

NB From just FOUR Nitrogenous Base pairs (but, since A and T always go together and C and
G always go together, then from just two sets of Nitrogenous Base pairs), the human
genome then builds up to a genomic sequence of between 3-3,500,000,000 (3-3.5 BILLION)
base pairs – and it is the SEQUENCE that creates individuality!
Guanine
The base in the diagramme
on the right –––>
is called Guanine.
The nucleotide in the
coloured MIT diagramme on
the left is Adenine (it has a
capital “A” printed on it).

Source: Massachusetts Institute of Technology
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Source: “Professor Dave” at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6NhDY3IDp00

DeoxyriboNucleic Acid, DNA in a bit more depth

Each of the hydrogen bonded
nucleotides (A-T, and C-G) is
called a “base pair”. A will
always go with T because
they are double hydrogen
bonded (whereas C and G are
triple bonded), and the size of
the Nitrogenous Bases is also
an important consideration.

<–– Each ribose
molecule is
attached at a C3
atom to the
phosphate group
above it, and
through a C5 atom
to the phosphate
group below it.
This backbone is
thus running in the
3' to 5' direction.

Please remember that a
skeletal formula does not
normally show the C atoms
nor the H atoms.

The bases that are used in DNA are
i) the two PURINES
(Guanine has a “C=O” in it, but Adenine does not)

and (ii) the two PYRIMIDINES (Cytosine and Thymine).

In the environment of an
animal’s body, the
Phosphate Groups in
DNA can dissociate their
Protons to become
negatively charged.

Uracil, in RNA, is also a pyrimidine.

Source: Wikimedia (Insertions, mine)

- The two backbones of the double helix run in opposite directions to each other i.e. they have the
same sequences, but they run in opposite directions along their backbones.
- The nitrogenous bases attached to one backbone are
hydrogen-bonded
to similar bases attached to the other backbone of the double helix.
- Surprisingly (given the complexity of animal organisms) there are only FOUR nitrogenous bases
- and they are labelled
A/T/C/G
where ‘A’ stands for
Adenine
where ‘T’ stands for
Thymine
where ‘C’ stands for
Cytosine , and
where ‘G’ stands for
Guanine
In RNA, Uracil replaces Thymine (but there will still be only FOUR nitrogenous bases in RNA.)
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- In DNA these four bases (A/T/C/G) are always joined in
base pairs
A always goes with T, and C always goes with G). Please make up a mnemonic by which you
will be able to remember the way that they join up. (You could try pairing up boyfriends with
girlfriends whom you know.) Thymine does not occur in RNA. Instead it is replaced by Uracil.
Having described DNA in some detail, we now need to know what chromosomes and genes are.
A “nucleoside” consists of one of the four Nitrogenous Bases (A/T/C/and G) plus a Ribose sugar
molecule, and a nucleotide consists of a nucleoside plus a Phosphate Group. The Phosphate Group
and the Ribose sugar molecule is the same in every single nucleotide. They are all chemically
absolutely indistinguishable from each other.
DNA consists of a double helix of two parallel outer ‘backbones’ that are made of a continuously
repeated sequence of
(a Phosphate Group plus a Ribose sugar molecule)
+ (a Phosphate Group plus a Ribose sugar molecule)
+ (a Phosphate Group plus a Ribose sugar molecule) / ………….… and so on.
The diagramme below is of a typical nucleotide.
<–– The Phosphate Group and the
Ribose molecule NEVER vary. They are
the SAME in every single nucleotide. It
is only the Nitrogenous Base that varies
from one nucleotide to another.

Source: Massachusetts Institute of Technology (with my commentary)
Right from the outset, I should like to draw your attention to the very important fact that one
backbone runs in what is known as the 5 prime to 3 prime (5' to 3') direction i.e. from
C5 to C4 to C3 of the Ribose sugar molecule, while the other backbone runs in exactly the opposite
direction i.e. from the C3 to C4 to C5 (3' to 5') direction. Directionality is not just very important in
DNA and in RNA, but it is in fact crucial to the mechanics of replication. The diagramme below
shows a tiny fragment of a stretch of DNA – and there is a huge amount of detail in the diagramme
that needs to be absorbed about the way that DNA is made up. It is neither easy nor feasible to absorb
all of the detail the first few times that you are confronted with a diagramme of DNA.
Conventional
depictions of the
backbone of DNA
make it look as
though C5 is not an
integral part of the
Ribose sugar
molecule – but, in
fact, it IS an
integral part of the
molecule.

Source: “Professor Dave” at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6NhDY3IDp00
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The reason that I have told you all of the above, is that many textbooks fail to highlight something
that is rather important viz. that DNA (and therefore the gene sequences within it) consist of
nucleotides identified solely by the NITROGENOUS BASE in the nucleotide (and please
remember that the Phosphate Groups and the Ribose sugar molecules are absolutely identical in every
single nucleotide), but that Proteins are not made up of a string of nitrogenous (A/C/T/and G) base
molecules, but are instead made of a string of amino-acid molecules.

The numbering system in each strand of DNA
The numbering system in a nucleotide, and how nucleotides join together is extremely important
because the creation of DNA and RNA is governed by the addition of amino-acids in the 5 prime to 3
prime (5' to 3') direction i.e. C5 to C4 to C3 direction. I have drawn the direction of the backbones
for you in the next diagramme. If you intend to do something in Medicine, then it is worth studying
the numbering system in the backbone of DNA until you understand what is meant by 5 prime to 3
prime (5' to 3') because the replication of DNA is involved in a number of activities (such as tissue
repair and tissue growth (mitosis)/conception (meiosis)/etc. In the context of both the replication of
DNA and the synthesis of proteins from genes, directionality is of crucial importance.

This is the 5’ ––> 3’ direction
–
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O

O
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........... PG ––> C5 ––> C4 ––> C3 ––> PG ––> ......
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C3
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O
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Nitrogenous Base (A/C/G/or T)

Nitrogenous Base

Hydrogen Bonds

Hydrogen Bonds

Nitrogenous Base

Nitrogenous Base

C1

C1
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C2
O

O
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C3 ––> C4 ––> C5 ––> PG ––> ................
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–
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O
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O
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1

O
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O
C5

O
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O

O

It runs C5 –> C4 –> C3

It runs C3 –> C4 –> C5

O

This is the 3’ ––> 5’ direction
One helix in DNA runs in one direction, viz. the 5 prime to 3 prime (5' to 3') direction, while the other
helix runs in the opposite (3' to 5') direction. 5' and 3' refer to the numbers of the C atoms on the
ribose sugar ring. (Technically, counting starts from the Oxygen atom in the Ribose molecule, but in
practical terms for DNA replication and for Protein synthesis, counting starts from the Carbon atom in
the Ribose molecule that is attached to the Nitrogenous Base molecule. That Carbon atom is C1!)
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C5 (or 5' / 5 prime) does not appear to be part of the ribose molecule, but instead it appears to lie
between the ribose molecule and the “upstream” phosphate group. It is a mistake to think this because
the Ribose molecule is not a planar molecule but it is a “puckered” 3-D molecule of which C5 is an
integral part. I do not want to go into “pucker”, therefore all that I will say is that C5 looks as though
it is not a part of the ribose ring – and it is this that causes some of the confusion in understanding
the numbering system used in “ 5 prime to 3 prime, or 5' to 3' ”. In accord with the convention of
skeletal diagrammes in Chemistry, C atoms and H atoms are not shown, and the reader is thus
expected to locate C atoms and the correct number of bonded H atoms (to make up 4 bonds for each
Carbon atom) at the end of each appropriate bond. I have chosen to show Lilya Kapura’s diagramme
(below) precisely because it does show the H atoms in the ribose molecule.
In RNA, C2 is attached to an H atom and an OH species, whereas in DNA C2 is attached to two H
atoms because the OH species has lost its O atom and has thus become “DEOXYribonucleic acid”.

C5 ––>
C4 ––>
C3 ––>

<–– C1
<–– C2
<–– The O atom is not
missing from here,
therefore this molecule is
in Ribonucleic acid, RNA.

<–– The O atom is
missing from here,
therefore this molecule
is in DEOXYribonucleic
acid, DNA.

Source: Lilya Kapura (but the comments are mine)
The Phosphate groups that make up the backbone of DNA are all exactly alike, as indeed are the
ribose molecules. The distinguishing species inside DNA is thus the Nitrogenous molecule in each
nucleotide. There are only four Nitrogenous Bases: A/T/C/and G. A is always connected to T in
DNA, and C is always connected to G, therefore just one helical strand defines the whole of both
strands of DNA.
The two strands of the double helix of DNA are connected by hydrogen bonding: two hydrogen
bonds between A and T in DNA, and three hydrogen bonds between C and G. (RNA is normally a
single strand molecule, and therefore the question of hydrogen bonding normally does not arise in
RNA.)

Source: Milwaukee School of Engineering
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Chromosomes (there are 23 PAIRS of chromosomes in every human being – one set of 23 come from the
father and the other set of 23 come from the mother: 23 + 23 = 46 chromosomes = 23 PAIRS of chromosomes)

The size of chromosomes/gene/etc is measured not in nanometres, but by how many base pairs (bp)
there are in it. The US NIH (National Institutes of Health) say that human chromosomes range in size
from about 50 x 106 up to 300 x 106 base pairs, but other institutions quote even larger numbers such
as 100 x 109 bp. I am not sure why there is such a discrepancy because there are after all only 46
chromosomes in a normal human being. (I would go by what the NIH says.)

The pairs of chromosomes are
classified by their size alone. The
largest pair of chromosomes is given
the label “1”, and the smallest is
labelled “22”.
The 23rd pair of chromosomes are the
X chromosomes (for females) and the
Y chromosomes (for males). They are
mistakenly labelled as “sex
chromosomes”, but they have nothing
whatsoever to do with “sex” (“sex”
being short for “sexual intercourse”)
otherwise we would all be rushing off
to Tesco/Walmart/etc to buy such
chromosomes. Instead, the 23rd pair of
chromosomes are the chromosomes
that determine our GENDER.

A chromosome is a long strand of DNA that is coiled into different shapes (cf. above), and
chromosomes exist in pairs in human beings (one from each parent). A human being inherits 23
chromosomes from the father and 23 from the mother thus making 46 in all (in 23 pairs).
A pair of chromosomes is called an “autosome”, and every human being has 22 autosomes (making
44 chromosomes), and female humans have a pair of female ‘X’ chromosomes (making 23 pairs of
chromosomes) while male humans have a female ‘X’ chromosome and a male ‘Y’ chromosome
(making 23 pairs of chromosomes for each of the genders).
The Centre for Genetics Education says that “to adjust for the fact that women have two X
chromosomes with lots of genes while men have only one, one of the woman’s X chromosomes is
switched off or inactivated in each of their cells. There are very few genes on the Y chromosome, and
their role is mainly to make a person male, so they are not needed in female cells.” Chromosomes (the
46 tightly-wrapped packages of genetic material in our cells), are very often depicted as X-shaped
formations, but that is a misleading depiction (and this can be seen by the depiction on page 14).
In the diagram overleaf there is only one chromosome because the number of chromosomes is
counted by the number of centromeres that there are. (The centromere is where the two chromatids
are joined together.)
This representation of the shape of a chromosome is misleading because this is not the normal shape
of a chromosome. It has this X-shape only in the Interphase before Mitosis and Meiosis when the
DNA in the cell is being replicated – otherwise the shape of a chromosome is that on the left in the
diagramme at the bottom of page 15.
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If one were to pull on a ‘thread’ of DNA in a chromosome, then it would unravel as below. DNA
needs to be wrapped around histones in nucleosomes before it goes into a chromosome (to prevent
the DNA getting all knotted up like a badly coiled piece of string).
If you were to take an ordinary ladder and clamp one end in a vice and twist the other end, then you
would get the double-helix of DNA.

© 2013 Nature Education Adapted from Pierce, Benjamin. Genetics: A Conceptual Approach, 2nd ed.
Chromosomes appear as X-shaped only when a cell is just about to divide, and the entire contents
of its genome is duplicated. Normally, chromosomes are just long strands of double-helix DNA
called chromatin and chromatids (on the left in the diagramme below) – and when the cell has
divided into two new cells, the chromosomes resume their normal appearance as being single-strand
chromatids or chromatin .

Source: McGraw-Hill
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Genes
A gene is made of a unique/a specific sequence of nucleotide base pairs. In comparison to a
chromosome, a gene is a very short strand of DNA and it is found in the chromosomes of animals.
It is the genes within chromosomes that are responsible for giving individual human beings their
unique characteristics (the colour of their hair/the shape of their noses/the freckles on their faces/their
skin colour/ ……… and so on). It is every UNIQUE set of genes that makes every animal
different from every other animal.
When a sequence of sugar molecules/bases/and phosphates is sandwiched between a “beginning”
instruction (a “start” codon) and an “end” instruction (an “end” codon,) then a “GENE” is obtained.

Wikipedia says that each chromosome can contain a sequence of anything up to 500 million
A/T/C/and G base pairs – and according to the US NIH, there are possibly 20-30,000 genes in
every human being.
It is reckoned that in total, in DNA, the human genome contains some 3-3.5 billion base pairs of
nucleotides. Only 3% of the DNA sequence in humans consists of coding for proteins, and yet
proteins are massively important entities in human beings. 95% of DNA sequences in humans
are non-protein coding introns.

Codon (the accepted plural of “codon” is “codons”)
We need to know about codons before we can talk about how a protein is made from DNA.
As you now know, DNA is made up of nucleotides that contain (i) a phosphate group (ii) a ribose
sugar molecule, and (iii) one of the four A/T/C/ and G Nitrogenous base pairs (Adenine / Thymine /
Cytosine/ and Guanine). Adenine and Thymine always pair up together, and Cytosine and Guanine
always pair up together. The phosphate groups and the ribose sugar molecules are all exactly the same
in each nucleotide, therefore the only feature that distinguishes one base pair from another is the
Nitrogenous base pairs that are involved. Nature has devised an ingenious mathematical device to
distinguish one of the 20-22 biological amino-acids from another.
“SOS” is the internationally accepted symbol for “Please help”, and “LOL” is the accepted internet
symbol for “Laughs Out Loud” – and “SOS” and “LOL” are thus coded symbols. In Biology, coded
symbols are called “codons” (the singular is “codon”), and codons consist of a sequence of any three
of the four A/T/C/ and G Nitrogenous bases in DNA, and any three of the four Nitrogenous Bases
A/U/C/and G in RNA. In RNA, “Uracil” is the counterpart of “Thymine” in DNA.
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A three-digit code for identifying each one of the 20-22 amino-acids
If you are doing ‘A’ Level Probability in Maths, then you will know that if you have to fill three
boxes with just one ball each, and you can choose the ball to go into each box by choosing just one
ball from any one of four bags A/B/C/D filled with balls marked A/B/C/D respectively, then
there are four possible choices of ball to go in the first box
either an A or a B or a C or a D
there are four possible choices of ball to go in the second box
either an A or a B or a C or a D
there are four possible choices of ball to go in the third box
either an A or a B or a C or a D.
In total therefore there are 4 x 4 x 4 = 43 = 64 ways of filling the three boxes with one ball each.
Now, as it happens, for Biological purposes there are at most only 22 amino-acids that need to be
made from the four Nitrogenous Bases (A/T/C/and G), therefore a coding system that results in 64
different possible codes (or “codons” as they are called in Biology) is more than adequate for the
Mathematical task in hand. Indeed with this system there are 64 – 22 = 42 ‘spare’ codons left over
to use for ‘start’ and ‘stop’ instructions – and this leaves 40 spare codons to use for whatever
purpose nature wants. As it happens, evolutionary Biology has resulted in more than one codon being
used for some purposes. For example, in DNA there are three “END” or “STOP” codons viz. “TAA” /
“TAG” / and “TGA”, and one “START” codon viz. “ATG”. All proteins start with the amino-acid
Methionine, therefore in protein synthesis from mRNA “AUG” is in effect an instruction to begin the
sequence of amino-acids that will form a protein.
The round wheel on the left in the next diagramme shows the different RNA codons. If you start at the
centre of the wheel and then work your way outwards you will arrive at one of the possible 64 codons
– and you will see that more than one codon can be used to code for some amino-acids.
Equally, the table on the right of the next diagramme can be used for the same purpose – and there
are many amino-acid codon wheels and tables that are available on the web (but I just happen to have
chosen those by “Sigma-Aldrich” and Jim Clark’s excellent Chemistry website, “chemguide”).
Clearly, since ‘U’ in RNA substitutes for ‘T’ in DNA, and since RNA is written in complementary
Nitrogenous Bases, there must be two sets of codon wheels/tables viz. one for DNA and one for RNA.
In DNA, A always links to T, and C always links to G, therefore when DNA is transcribed into RNA
the following Nitrogenous Bases in DNA
A C T G
give the following Complementary Nitrogenous Bases in RNA
U G A C .
(NB Please remember that ‘U’ in RNA substitutes for ‘T’ in DNA.)

Source: Sigma-Aldrich

Source: The Khan Academy
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Coding (or Sense) Strand and Template (or Anti-Sense) Strand
Having talked about codons, we now need to talk about the two parallel strands of DNA that are
identified by their Nitrogenous Bases. You will remember that the Phosphate Groups and the Ribose
sugar molecules in the nucleotides of DNA are all absolutely identical, and thus, to all intents and
purposes, the only distinguishing features in the whole of DNA are the four different Nitrogenous
Bases A/C/G/and T.
Unfortunately, biologists use differing names to label these two strands, but “Coding Strand” and
“Template Strand” are reasonable names in that they explain the function of each strand, therefore let
me stick to these names. The Khan Academy at https://www.khanacademy.org/science/biology/geneexpression-central-dogma/transcription-of-dna-into-rna/a/stages-of-transcription says the following.
It is not the case that the whole
of the gene opens up all in one
go. (The longest gene that has
been discovered is about 2.5m
base pairs long!) A promoter
instructs Helicase to open up a
transcription “bubble” of about
15 base pairs long in the gene,
and then the bubble is closed
back again as each little bit of
the template strand gets read.
The bubble in effect thus moves
along the gene, reading little
stretches of it as it goes.

RNA Polymerase II reads the
‘template strand’ in the 3' to 5'
direction and transcribes it in the
5' to 3' direction (by adding new
complementary bases at the 3'
end).

The Khan Academy in this
diagramme did not talk about
the stretches in the ‘upstream’
bit of the gene such as the
enhancers/promoters/etc.

The RNA is written in
Nitrogenous Bases that are
COMPLEMENTARY to
the Nitrogenous Bases in
the template strand.

Wikipedia describes the template and coding strands nicely, so let me quote Wikipedia (with modifications in
the syntax to provide English-English as opposed to US-English).
When referring to DNA transcription, the coding strand is the DNA strand whose base sequence (will) correspond
to the base sequence of the RNA transcript (that is eventually) produced (although with Thymine replaced by
Uracil). It is this strand that contains codons, while the non-coding (Template) strand contains anticodons. During
transcription, RNA Polymerase II binds to the non-coding strand (i.e. the template strand), reads the anti-codons,
and transcribes their sequence to synthesise an RNA transcript with complementary bases. By convention, the
coding strand is the strand used when displaying a DNA sequence (and) it is presented in the 5' to 3' direction.
Wherever a gene exists on a DNA molecule, one strand is the coding strand (or sense strand), and the other is the
noncoding strand (also called the antisense strand, anticoding strand, template strand or transcribed strand).
During transcription, RNA polymerase unwinds a short section of the DNA double helix near the start of the gene
(the transcription start site). This unwound section is known as the transcription bubble. The RNA polymerase, and
with it the transcription bubble, travels along the noncoding strand in the opposite, 3' to 5', direction, as well as
polymerising a newly synthesised strand in 5' to 3' or downstream direction. The DNA double helix is rewound by
RNA polymerase at the rear of the transcription bubble. (Similar to the manner in which) two adjacent zippers work,
when pulled together, they unzip and rezip as they proceed in a particular direction. Various factors can cause
double-stranded DNA to break (and) thus (to) reorder genes or cause cell death.
Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coding_strand
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We have now examined (albeit cursorily), DNA / Chromosomes / Genes / and Codons, and we are
now in a position to examine the process of manufacturing a protein from a gene.
The two main processes in Protein Synthesis (i.e. the manufacture of proteins) are
i) “Transcription” viz. the reading of the instructions in a gene in a stretch of DNA, and the
copying of those instructions from DNA into something called Messenger RNA (mRNA), and
ii) “Translation” where a Ribosome in the cytoplasm will follow the instructions in the mRNA, and
the Ribosome will use a protein called Transfer RNA (tRNA) to make the required protein – but,
of course, things are a bit more complicated than that.
My former University (Leicester University, the home of Professor Sir Alec Jeffreys, the inventor of
‘genetic fingerprinting’) says that genes consist of three types of nucleotide sequence:
• coding regions, called exons, which specify a sequence of amino acids
• non-coding regions, called introns, which do not specify amino acids, and
• regulatory sequences, which play a role in determining when and where the protein is made
(and how much of it is made).

However, all that you need to know is that there are many species/factors that come into play in the
‘transcription’ and the ‘translation’ processes – some of which are described in this Blog.
This is a diagrammatic representation of the process of the synthesis of proteins from genes.
<–– The green blob in the
transcription bubble that is doing the
transcribing is RNA Polymerase II.

Three different “RNA Polymerases”
are involved:
- RNA Pol I transcribes Ribosomal
RNA (rRNA) in the nucleolus of a
eukaryotic cell.
- RNA Pol II transcribes Messenger
RNA (mRNA), and
- RNA Pol III transcribes DNA to
synthesise rRNA and also to
synthesise Transfer RNA (tRNA)
as well as some other proteins.
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I am now going to discuss “Transcription” in the process of going from DNA to Protein – but before I do so,
let me tell you that although the initial sequencing of the whole of the human genome was completed in 2003,
scientists have hitherto worked out the function of less than FIVE PER CENT (5%) of the human genomic
sequence. We already know a lot, but we are still in the mere foothills of discovery with regard to what the
different sequences in the human genome actually do.

A) Transcription
The question that we are asking then becomes “How do you go from a string of nitrogenous bases to a
string of amino-acids?” – and that is where the cleverness of Nature (or of Evolutionary Biology)
comes into play. The answer to that question is that a large amount of complicated processes and
factors are involved, and it is the analysis of these processes and factors that have won scientists
(such as Venki Ramakhrishnan, Thomas Steitz and Ada Yonath) their Nobel Laureates.
In reading the description of Transcription, please keep in mind the following little table that
summarises the Initiation / Elongation / and Termination phases of the replication of one of the
strands (the template or “anti-sense” strand) of the prised apart DNA.
Transcription Factors

Function

Helicase

Helicase prises open the double-stranded DNA (and this opening is then
referred to as a “replication fork”), and the helicase will close the
transcription bubble behind the RNA Polymerase II after it has
transcribed the DNA nitrogenous bases in the template strand into
complementary nitrogenous bases in the messenger RNA (mRNA).
A protein that prevents the separated strands of DNA from
“re-annealing” or re-joining together or healing up again.
Inserts ‘primers’ as the starting point for RNA Polymerase II to start its
work.
Basically, in ‘transcription’, RNA Pol II reads the instructions on the
template or anti-sense strand of the DNA and transcribes it into premRNA which then gets tidied up (by removing the introns, etc) and gets
topped-and-tailed with a 5' cap on one end, and a string of A
nitrogenous bases (called a “poly-A” tail) on the other end into mature
RNA which exits the nucleus through one of the pores in the membrane
of the nucleus.

Single-Stranded Binding
Protein (SSB)
RNA Primase
RNA Polymerase II

Sliding Clamps
RNAse H
Ligase

The RNA Pol II will read a sequence of nitrogenous bases on the
template strand and then write them as the COMPLEMENTARY
nitrogenous bases in the mRNA (C in the mRNA for G in the DNA and
vice versa, ………and so on – but substituting a Uracil nitrogenous
base in the mRNA instead of a Thymine base).
Help hold the RNA Polymerase firmly down on the strand of DNA that
is being read.
Removes (when they are no longer needed) the primers that were
inserted earlier.
Joins up the tidied-up strands of transcribed DNA.

The energy needed for the processes that are involved is provided by ATP. ‘Upstream’ of the
transcription unit are Promoters (the TATA Box and the CAT Box) and the Enhancers that are
involved in the pre-initiation complex, but you do not need to know about those at ‘A’ Level.
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Initiation / Elongation / and Termination in Transcription
There is an excellent eight-minute youtube video on this at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DKgJPhvCDU8
Please do not allow the gentleman’s slight accent to put you off. Some American accents can be just
as off-putting – but it is the content of the video that is excellent and which makes it extremely
informative.
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B) Translation
NB When students learn a subject, they sometimes lose sight of why they are learning what they are
learning. With this in mind, I will tell you that my lovely late wife developed an auto-immune
disease whereby her lymphocytes attacked and killed her neutrophils. She therefore had no
defence mechanism by which she could fight off bacterial infections; and, whenever she picked
up a bacterial infection, she was in danger of dying if I did not rush her off to an hospital for her
to be given intravenous antibiotics for 2/3 days to kill the infection. Over a period of 20 years she
therefore became familiar with every antibiotic in the medical world. Wikipedia says the
following
A number of antibiotics act by inhibiting translation. These include clindamycin,
anisomycin, cycloheximide, chloramphenicol, tetracycline, streptomycin, erythromycin, and
puromycin. Prokaryotic ribosomes have a different structure from that of eukaryotic
ribosomes, and thus antibiotics can specifically target bacterial infections without any harm
to a eukaryotic host's cells.
Wikipedia also notes that
In prokaryotes (unicellular organisms), translation occurs in the cytosol, where the medium
and small subunits of the ribosome bind to the tRNA. In eukaryotes, translation occurs in
the cytosol or across the membrane of the endoplasmic reticulum in a process called cotranslational translocation. In co-translational translocation, the entire ribosome/mRNA
complex binds to the outer membrane of the rough endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and the new
protein is synthesised and released into the ER; the newly created polypeptide can be stored
inside the ER for future vesicle transport and secretion outside the cell, or (it can be)
secreted immediately.
Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Translation_(biology)

Endoplasmic reticulum is involved in the synthesis, folding, modification, and transport of

proteins .
Source: Encyclopaedia Britannica
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The process of Translating a stretch/a string of mRNA into an amino-acid can be summarised as
follows:
- The small sub-unit of a ribosome will clamp onto
the 5' end of a string/stretch of mRNA.
- The small sub-unit will then move along the
mRNA until it encounters the codon for
Methionine “AUG” which is the first amino-acid
in every protein and which is thus the equivalent
of a “START” codon / an instruction to start the
process of the synthesis of a protein. (It should be
noted when the protein has been manufactured /
synthesised, it is the case that in some proteins the
Methionine amino-acid is then discarded.)
- When the start codon is encountered, then the
large sub-unit of the ribosome will join onto the
small sub-unit by clamping onto the other side of
the mRNA, and then summon something called
Transfer RNA (tRNA) to come and help in the
synthesis of the protein (cf. the textboxs alongside
and below this text).

This is the protein tRNA

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK21424/fi
gure/A300/?report=objectonly

Source: BC OpenText, California

Please look at the codon wheel and locate the
codon GCA and see that it is the codon for the
amino-acid “Alanine”. (I very much do want you
to understand how all this works.)

Please look at the codon wheel and locate
the “start” codon AUG and see that it is
exactly the same codon as the codon for
the amino-acid “Methionine”.
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- Just as in Transcription, there are three stages in
Translation viz. Initiation, Elongation and
Termination.
- Initiation (as described on page 23) involves the
small sub-unit of a (freely floating or endoplasmic
reticulum bound) ribosome and the initiator tRNA
clamping onto mRNA at a “start” AUG/
Methionine codon and initiating the process of
protein synthesis.
- In Elongation, the large sub-unit of the ribosome
will clamp onto the small sub-unit of the
ribosome, and start reading the codons in the
mRNA. Every sequence of three codons provides
an instruction for the provision of a specific
amino-acid to be brought to the ribosome. The
required amino-acid is then brought to the
ribosome by a Transfer RNA (tRNA) molecule.
There are in effect three chambers/sites in each
ribosome. The first is

Source:
https://www.khanacademy.org/science/biolog
y/gene-expression-centraldogma/translation-polypeptides/a/the-stagesof-translation

- An amino-acyl site (an A-site) where an incoming
tRNA and its amino-acid will lodge in the
ribosome and the anti-codon in the tRNA will
bind to the codon in the mRNA (in effect to make
sure that the correct amino-acid has been delivered
to the ribosome) e.g. the anti-codon UAC will
bind to the start/Methionine codon AUG (and
please remember that in DNA the Nitrogenous
Bases A and T always go together, but that in
RNA A and U go together because Uracil in
RNA substitutes for Thymine in DNA).

- When the start codon has started the process of protein synthesis by having Methionine delivered
to the ribosome, then the Methionine tRNA moves from the amino-acyl site (A-site) to the second
site, the Peptidyl-site (the P-site) where (as the name of the site implies) a “–C=O(NH)” peptide
will link Methionine to the second amino-acid that is required by the codon in the mRNA. The
tRNA then moves from the P-site to the Exit-site (the E-site) and thence leaves the Ribosome.

Every animal protein ––>
commences with the
amino-acid Methionine.

Source: BC Open Textbooks California
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- When a tRNA has delivered its cargo of the required amino-acid, and a peptide bond has been
formed to link it to the next amino-acid in the protein, then the tRNA will move from the P-site to
the Exit-site (the E-site), and from there it will leave the ribosome to pick up another amino-acid if
another is required by the ribosome.
- Thus is the process of Initiation and Elongation executed in Protein Synthesis, and Termination
will be effected when a “STOP” codon is reached in the mRNA.
Other factors are required to eject the protein from the ribosome and form the protein into its required
shape, but that is not knowledge that is required at ‘A’ Level.
It should be noted that multiple ribosomes can bind to one strand of mRNA and each synthesise a
copy of the protein. This ‘churning’ out of multiple copies of the same protein is extremely efficient
where large numbers of the same protein are required.
I started this note with the Chemistry that is relevant to protein synthesis, and it should be noted that
each amino-acid in the protein is linked to its neighbouring amino-acid by a peptide bond
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The “H ” and the “OH” are ejected/eliminated as a molecule of Water
in a condensation reaction.
A series of amino acids link up in this fashion to form a protein.
Each protein could be built up out of any of 22 amino acids.
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<–– 20/21/or 22 depending
on your exam board.
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The ‘middle’ of the protein thus consists of sequence of Carbon and Nitrogen atoms as in the
diagramme below

Source: https://cdn.rcsb.org/pdb101/learn/resources/what-is-a-protein/what-is-a-protein-pres.pdf
YOURGENOME says that “Although a major function of the genome, less than two per cent of the
human genome provides instructions for making proteins. The rest of the genome, which is called
non-coding DNA has a variety of functions. These include regulating when proteins are made and
controlling the packaging of DNA within the cell.” YOURGENOME goes on to say “However, there
is still much we have to learn about the function of non-coding DNA”.
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